REPORT OF CITY BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN STREET SAFETY COMMISSION
November 07, 2018 – 9:00 AM
Police Department, Room 122 – 933 Michigan Avenue, Stevens Point, WI 54481
PRESENT: Commissioners Roark, Fehrenbach, O’Meara, McComb, and Borski.
ALSO PRESENT: Associate Planner Kearns, Vinnie Miresse, and Tim McKnight.
INDEX:
1. Call to Order.
2. Persons who wish to address the committee for up to three (3) minutes on a non-agenda item*
Discussion and Possible Action on the Following:
3. Report of the September 6, September 25 and October 10, 2018 meetings
4. Pedestrian and bicycle plan for the East Park Commerce Center
5. And Road reconstruction project and improvements for 2019
6. Improvements for Division Street and Franklin Street intersection
7. Complete streets resolution review
8. Active transportation employer summit
9. Staff update
10. Adjourn
1. Call to Order.
Present: Roark, Fehrenbach, Borski
Absent: McComb O’Meara
Janis Borski was reinstated back to the commission.
2. Persons who wish to address the committee for up to three (3) minutes on a non-agenda item*
Chairperson Roark briefly touched upon the following:
1. UWSP Student Government passing a resolution for installing a Pride Crosswalk at the corner of
Isadore Street and Reserve Street. Details would be forthcoming to the commission.
2. UWSP Advisory board passed a proposal for proper moped parking.
3. Noted Plan Commission approval for two apartment developments downtown.
Commissioner Borski raised concern regarding continued parking in the K-Mart lot, to which Chairperson
Roark confirmed that the developer was aware, and it was up to the owner to seek enforcement.
Alderperson McComb arrived at 9:05 AM.
Discussion and Possible Action on the Following:
3. Report of the September 6, September 25 and October 10, 2018 meetings
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Motion by Commissioner Fehrenbach to approve the report of the September 6, September 25 and
October 10, 2018 meetings; seconded by Commissioner Borski.
Motion carried 4-0.
4. Pedestrian and bicycle plan for the East Park Commerce Center
Associate Planner Kearns explained that they were looking to provide appropriate bicycle and pedestrian
accommodations throughout the business park, and now would be a good time to address the issue with
proposed future developments in line. After looking at the current state of the business park, staff found
that sidewalks may be too much for the area south of the Cold Storage development. He described the
proposed shared-use roadway with marked pedestrian areas, noting that they would be looking to move
forward with a future ordinance. Commissioners had the following comments:
1. Inquiry as to whether the roadway improvement would be less expensive than installing sidewalks,
to which it was noted that Director Beduhn could elaborate on cost, but the intent would be for the
City to cover the expense of the 10-foot shared-use path.
2. Noted that sidewalks were ideal when commuting in residential areas, but didn’t see a need in the
noted area, thought a shared-use path would be beneficial.
3. Inquiry as to whether the shared path would be for both pedestrians and bicyclists, to which
Director Beduhn confirmed correct. The pathway would also include storm water features, trash
receptacles, and would minimize impervious surface.
4. Inquiry as to cost savings for a shared path, to which Director Beduhn explained that it would
include storm water benefits and incorporate a lot of natural features. They would save on cost and
also make it more aesthetically pleasing.
5. Inquiry as to whether the path from Land’s End would be tied into the new shared path, to which
staff noted that while they hadn’t reached out to that owner, the intent would be to connect them.
6. Inquiry as to what other negative effects were being created aside from maintenance for a sidewalk,
to which Associate Planner Kearns stated that it was a significant burden for the developers in terms
of cost, noting that the sidewalks would most likely not be utilized.
7. Inquiry as to whether the developer would have the same maintenance obligations for a shared
path, to which Director Beduhn stated that the City would take on the responsibility due to it being
in the roadway, as well as being a feature for the community.
8. Inquiry as to whether the shared path would be maintained in the winter, noting that the riverfront
pathway was not plowed, to which Director Beduhn stated that while there was value in doing so, it
was still under discussion. It was noted that the riverfront path was not set up to take plowing.
9. Noted that the riverfront should be prioritized in terms of community features and tax revenue
usage.
10. General agreement on a shared-use path being more beneficial than sidewalks for the particular
area noted.
11. Inquiry as to path disconnects on the map overview, to which it was confirmed that it would be a
continuous trail throughout the park.
12. Inquiry as to whether bicycle parking would continue to be required for future developments per
the Zoning Code, to which it was confirmed correct.
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Associate Planner Kearns stated that the current trail was conceptual in its early planning stage, and a final
path would come back before the commission for approval.
Motion by Commissioner Fehrenbach to waive the sidewalk requirement in lieu of a the construction of a
planned multi-use path and shared roadway within the East Park Commerce Center, including for parcels
on E. M. Copps Drive between the East Park Commerce Center and Brilowski Road; seconded by
Alderperson McComb.
Motion carried 4-0.
5. Road reconstruction project and improvements for 2019
Director Beduhn summarized the proposed 2019 reconstruction projects and improvements. Commissioners
had the following comments:
1. Reserve Street Reconstruction
a. Inquiry on tree plantings, to which Director Beduhn noted the roadway was too narrow.
b. Inquiry on direction of roadway, adding that having a single lane could contribute to an
increase speed of cars.
c. Request for clarification on nontraditional curb and gutter, to which Director Beduhn
indicated size being the biggest difference, with the indicated being a reduced 18 inches.
d. Inquiry as to the sidewalk width of four feet, when ADA Compliance called for five feet.
Director Beduhn explained that it called for five feet every 200 feet, mostly to allow for
passing. Four feet would be allowable in areas where passing can be done, such as
driveways and other open spaces, he noted.
e. Inquiry as to whether the public, or any public officials had weighed in on the ADA
Compliance with reconstruction projects, to which Director Beduhn noted that they had not.
f.

Inquiry as to the surface pavement for this section, to which it was indicated that there
would be none.

g. Inquiry to the length of the section, to which Director Beduhn estimated 2,000 feet, with
half of it being reconstructed, and half being resurfaced.
Tim McKnight (2101 Oak St) asked for location clarification, to which staff explained that the section
would run from Oak Street to Ella Street. He also asked for clarification on the location of the
proposed trail in East Park Commerce Center, to which Chairperson Roark described the area.
Commissioner O’Meara arrived at 9:49 AM.
2. Whiting Avenue Road Reconstruction
a. Requested definition clarification between urban shoulder and bicycle lane, to which
Director Beduhn explained, to which Director Beduhn explained that an urban shoulder was
typically differentiated by using a bike lane with infrequent parking use.
b. Noted that parking use could be revaluated if conflicts arose.
c. Noted the potential to reduce the roadway and increase the urban shoulder by one foot, to
which Director Beduhn stated that they were keeping it wider due to it being an often used
truck route.
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d. Commented that often time you get the best deal with resurfacing projects rather than
complete reconstruction. Agreed that there was a surprising amount of trucks on that route.
Tim McKnight (2101 Oak St) stated that the street badly needed paving. He described dangerous
pedestrian conditions near the Whiting Estates due to lack of lighting.
3. North Side Reconstruction (Fifth Avenue – Second Street to Union Street. Pulaski – Fourth Avenue to
Fifth Avenue. Meadow Street – Fourth Avenue to Fifth Avenue. Third Street – Fourth Avenue to
Sixth Avenue. Sixth Avenue – Second Street to Union St. Pulaski Place – Franklin Street to Fourth
Avenue)
a. Recommendation to increase terrace for a more uniform roadway throughout.
b. Inquiry as to whether the Fifth Avenue section was a truck route, to which it was clarified as
not, noting that parking was allowed.
c. Suggestion to reduce travel lanes, to which Director Beduhn noted that the area would be
more uniform for people if on street parking continued to be allowed during the day.
d. Note that while the roadway seemed wide, allowing parking on both sides of the road
reduced the travel lane already, as well as reduced speed.
e.

Inquiry as to whether painted markings would be applied, to which it was indicated that it
would not as the street was too rural.

f.

Suggestion to reduce on street parking to one side, which would provide a larger travel lane
for drivers.

g. Preference for parking on both sides of the street.
Director Beduhn noted a need for more uniformity and guidance in regards to street projects rather than
picking and choosing how certain roads were utilized, to which Chairperson Roark agreed that uniformity
nice ideal, but added that sometimes that could also have negative impacts through many corridors.
Vinnie Miresse (1008 Sixth Ave) stated that the north side was in rough condition. He also asked whether
the right-of-way passing through the corner of Sixth Avenue and Third Street would remain a cul-de-sac, or if
sidewalk would be installed, to which Director Beduhn stated that the initial plan called to curb it through
and add sidewalks.
Vinnie Miresse (1008 Sixth Ave) stated that there was a very old and wide tree at the corner of Meadow
Street and Sixth Avenue, adding that they hoped it would be cared for during the streets project, to which
Director Beduhn stated that they always consulted with the City Forester on tree care, and that removing
trees was a last resort.
Director Beduhn noted that they could discuss additional items internally about the area, and that he hoped
to have notices out to the public for informational meetings during the holiday season once designs began
to get finalized.
Vinnie Miresse (1008 Sixth Ave) stated concern with further widening the roadways when cars already
travelled very fast down Union Street and Second Street.
There was a brief discussion on methods for reducing traffic speeds.
No action was taken.
6. Improvements for Division Street and Franklin Street intersection
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Chairperson Roark asked Director Beduhn if there had been any feedback from the Wisconsin Department
of Transportation representative regarding safety improvements for the intersection as Division Street and
Franklin Street.
Director Beduhn, in order to provide some background, briefly explained that every year the DOT sent out
representatives to communities who were on their radar in terms of safety and roadways. During one of
those visits, the Director had asked the representative to review the intersection noted, at which point he
had identified potential challenges and acknowledged existing pedestrian and traffic issues. While there
wasn’t a fix all solution, a thought was to possibly implement a HAWK system, or complete signalized
intersection at Division Street and Franklin Street. Commissioners had the following comments:
1. Requested clarification of a HAWK system, to which Director Beduhn provided the following
information: Works similar to a full signal system in terms of sequence, but contains no green light.
Traffic would be allowed to flow freely until a point where a pedestrian would activate the signal to
cross. At that point, yellow lights would be triggered for drivers, indicating caution and a change to
red lights. Pedestrians would get a signal to cross and a timer would be started. During this time, the
lights would flash red, similar to a railroad crossing. This would allow vehicles to pause and evaluate
their surroundings, and to also make sure the crosswalk was clear. If the pedestrian would have
cleared the crosswalk, drivers would be able to continue similar to a stop sign, but require each
subsequent vehicle to make a full stop before proceeding. This sequence would continue until the
timer was up. The red lights would stop flashing at that point, revert back to no light, and traffic
would continue flowing.
2. Inquiry on pricing for a HAWK system, to which Director Beduhn stated that it was comparable to a
fully signalized system.
3. A cost estimate of $75,000-150,000 was provided.
4. Noted that pedestrians would not be able to see the flashing lights when activated.
5. Suggestion of including pedestrian islands or further HAWK signal systems in a future full
reconstruction of the Division Street corridor considering the cost, and final design at the time.
No action was taken.
7. Complete streets resolution review
Chairperson Roark stated that a draft resolution had been created, and that the draft had been provided to
the commissioners within their staff packet. Feedback on the draft resolution was requested.
Commissioners had the following comments:
1. Grammatical Corrections
a. Second paragraph, remove comma after ‘safety’ within the first line.
b. Last paragraph, correct spelling from ‘resoloved’ to ‘resolved’.
c. Tenth paragraph, add additional paragraph break for second WHEREAS
d. Comma placement after WHEREAS in all paragraphs should be consistent, change colons in
ninth and tenth paragraph to commas.
Associate Planner Kearns noted concern with references for documents created by different groups, their
dates, and their data. If the resolution was to carry forward, he stated, the resolution would have to be
changed and updated once the referenced documents were themselves changed or updated, to which
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Commissioner O’Meara explained that the resolution was essentially stating the reasons on the specific day
the resolution was passed, and what the commission was thinking at the time.
Motion by Alderperson McComb to approve the Complete Streets resolution with the corrections
identified; seconded by Commissioner Fehrenbach.
Motion carried 4-0.
8. Active transportation employer summit
Chairperson Roark asked if there would be interest in hosting an open house where they would share and
discuss best practices and recommendations from the Portage County Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. The
event would target employers and leaders in the community, and possibly have Community Development
and Streets Department involvement. Commissioners had the following comments:
1. Portage County Business Council may be an interested party.
2. Timeline for the event, to which Spring 2019 was indicated.
3. General consensus to hosting such an event.
Associate Planner Kearns stated that staff could take lead on such an event, however the details would need
to be solidified such as dates and activities.
9. Staff update.
Associate Planner Kearns had nothing further.
Director Beduhn stated that the final paving on Isadore Street would be completed that day, and they hoped
to still complete Prentice Street.
10. Adjourn.
Meeting adjourned at 10:48 AM.
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Attachments relating to Agenda Item 5: Road reconstruction project and improvements for 2019
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